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Motion sensor sprinkler



PROBLEM

The motion sensor sprinkler allow to save fields from flocks



SOLUTION

The sprinkler is automated and can also irrigate your field whenever a bird want 
to annoy you and to avoid damage to your fruit with consequent loss of 
harvest and the transmission of diseases. The sprinkler can be powered by 
rainwater and solar panels 



COMPETITORS
► Who are your competitors?

1. Orbit Yard Enforcer: Adjustable sensitivity, intelligent detection, customizable 
settings.

2. Havahart Spray Away: Infrared sensor, adjustable range, burst duration control.

3. ScareCrow Motion Activated

Animal Repellent: Day/night detection, adjustable spray distance, non-harmful 
deterrents.

4. Hoont Cobra Motion-Activated

Water Jet Blaster: Powerful water jet, 360-degree motion detection, solar-powered.

5. Melnor XT Turbo Oscillating

Sprinkler: Customizable watering patterns, adjustable range.



WHAT WILL YOU NEED TO DO?

For the production of these sensors it’s necessary to advanced technological, IT, 
rural  and to have at least a specialization as an agricultural expert



Costs



ROADMAP

What Will You Do In…

► In 3 months, ask for financing and looking for the possibilities of the Start up 
ideas

► In 6 Months, start to build the structure of the product, to program the 
sensors and the solar panels

► In 9 months, make finishing touches and test sprinkler

► In 12 months,the product is ready to selling



CALL TO ACTION
“Safely and efficiently - Protecting your environment!” 
Our motion sensor sprinkler ensures the safety of your environment. It operates 
effectively by detecting motion and activating the water spray, deterring 
unwanted visitors. Safety and efficiency combined in on device!
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Speakers: Simone Gussati, Slekta Ignas
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